


Problem

Dramatic Plastic Waste Pollution in many countries

Mission

To use the  plastic waste to produce valuable and highly 
demanded products



Demand for recycled plastic is not very high for 

local manufacturers because it is often neither 

economical nor efficient for them. 

End customers in such regions are also mostly 

not willing or able to pay more for a packaging 

made from recycled plastic.  

Establish a Waste Management System 

with Service Fee? That will work for 

people who can afford it.

Is it a solution for developing countries? 

Especially in rural areas where we find a 

lot of poverty?

Why not starting a waste collection and 

recycling business in rural areas?

Transport costs to recyclers/ manufacturers  

which are located far away are very high 

&

many businesses are not trustworthy. It

results in a non sustainable, low profitable 

solution with an unsecured cash flow.

Is it maybe then a solution to bring this 

plastic to western countries where many 

customers are sensitive and willing to pay 

more? 

Is it ecological to transport bulky plastic 

over long distances especially if there is 

more then enough plastic waste in these 

countries?  
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one

Nothing must be subsidized, no bans and conditions for 

the population and companies must be created and 

implemented and it creates new and secure jobs and 

products in demand. Ultimately, it is a self-contained 

value chain with little dependence on other 

stakeholders.

Advantages

Maybe a better solution?



Problem

Lack of Construction Materials as a result of population

growth & reducing ressources (deforestation)

Situation Kenya:

▪ The estimated demand for construction timber in 2020 is 8,000,000 m³ (estimated 2013)

▪ Kenyan government banned logging in 2018 to recover the forests but now we have a lack of supply

▪ Timber becomes expensive and other alternatives are not available or affordable



Let´s make

Synthetic Timber!

made from

READILY AVAILABLE RESSOURCES / WASTE

TO SOLVE CUSTOMERS PROBLEM

& 

CREATE POSITIVE IMPACTS

Plastic Wastes Natural fibers from

Agriculture Wastes

Wood like construction material



Examples of

Products

Tape

Hollow boards

Frame

Plates



Durability
Smart Wood does not rot and 

is resistant to termites

Shaping
We can produce Smart Wood in any
shape and size while the product
looks like high quality wood instead
of plastic.

Recyclability
We utilize plastic waste and old Smart Wood can be recycled into

new which is a cradle to cradle cycle

More than just 

a substitute
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Size of Timber 
Market in Kenya 

3 Billion € 

Beachhead-Market

Kenya

Construction materials are much
demanded as a basic need for an 
increasing population

Place with lots of chances to create
positive impacts

Existing networks and sales
channels in Kenya and for export

Mass- and niche-products are
possible to produce
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Lack of supply

25% of the
demand is not 

satisfied

The demand for timber increases due 
to population growth and wealth. 
High rate of deforestation has caused 
scarcity of timber.



Hardware / Timber Yards

Carpenters / Constructors

Farmers

Homesteads

Distribution

We use the common distribution ways like for timber



Frame Market 

35 Mio. pieces per year

Western Kenya

130 Mio. pieces per year

Kenya

450 Mio. pieces per year

East Africa
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Customer Value

Smart Wood is available, competitive in price
and long lasting

Availability

Durability

Price 
for a fence post

Timber
Impreg.
Timber

Plastic 
/ WPC

bad bad badAvailable

2 years 5 years 15 years15 years

2,- € 4,50 € 8,- €3,50 €



Impact Model

So WHY we believe in 
Smart Wood

Good Income opportunities 
for waste pickers

Jobs and training 
opportunities for low and 
high qualified Kenyans inside 
the company

Tons of plastic waste saved
from the environment every
year

We reduce deforestation by
offering a better alternative

We reduce CO2 emissions

We produce green products by solving challenges

Creating development and economic growth in rural 
Kenya

Scaling the business performance will increase the 
social and environment impacts



Awards / Partners

Winner of the borek.digital Accelerator 2019

National Finalist of the Climate 

Launchpad in Kenya 2019

Winner of the Fraunhofer 

Idea-Contest  
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Team

We combine technical and business expertise in our intercultural team

Caroline Mwangi
Advisor

Business Administrator

Andreas Hellmann
Founder und Developer
M. Sc. Material Science

Ashok Khetia
Our sales partner in Kenya

CEO 
Khetia Drapers Ltd.



Solution

With 350 000 € we will be enable to start a pilot plant in 

Kenya to start production and proof the concept

Our Goal

Let us transform Plastic Waste into a key

ressource and create great impacts out of it Passion

Financing & Partnerships
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Let´s Discuss

Andreas Hellmann, M.Sc.

CEO

+49 (0) 1522 8846702

andreas@smartwood.solutions
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